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Contact person and citations 
For any questions concerning the published data, please make contact with Tomas Thierfelder at 
Tomas.Thierfelder@slu.se. 

Kindly refer to the title, date, and list of authors provided above in all publications that utilise CLINF 
climate- and/or landscape data. 

Introduction to CLINF climate- and landscape data 
CLINF has collated and processed openly available satellite data-products in an attempt to cover the 
same thirty-year climate reference period that has been covered with diseases data. The basic idea is 
to use the climate- and landscape data in an attempt to statistically explain the spatiotemporal 
variation of diseases through the climate reference period. The identified statically models may 
thereafter be equipped with projected regressors, in order to predict future geographies of 
infectious diseases in the Arctic. 

Three different data products have been collated by CLINF; ESA CSI, ERA Interim, and MODIS, all 
available via the Copernicus OPEN Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/). ESA CSI contains 
highly resolved landcover information, ERA Interim contains meteorological and hydrological 
variables (“weather”), whereas MODIS contains variables that correlate with the density of 
chlorophyll (“greening”). Since these three different foci typically vary at different spatial and 
temporal scales, they are provided at different spatial and temporal scales. 

Provided the primary spatial and temporal resolutions of CLINF climate- and landscape data, the 
three remotely sensed products are scaled up onto the CLINF diseases report districts whereupon 
CLINF diseases data are provided. The exact method for up-scaling varies with the product, and is 
described as part of the detailed metadata provided below. In the temporal domain, the primary 
resolutions are scaled up onto years or months depending on their typical scale of variation, and 
even onto the sub-monthly scale in the case of “greening variables”. As a result, CLINF climate- and 
landscape data are adapted to the spatiotemporal scales of CLINF diseases data. 

At Greenland and Iceland, only the coastal districts are represented with CLINF climate- and 
landscape data. 

ESA CSI metadata 
CLINF ESA CSI land-cover data are provided at the annual scale, with primary spatial resolution 
0.002777778 arc-degrees which, provided the altitude of the sensor system, represents an on-
ground resolution of approximately 300 meters. The CLINF variable values are provided as the 
proportion of primary raster cells that cover the respective diseases report districts with their center 
coordinate. Since the entire ground is covered with variables, the sum of proportions equals 1 (one) 
within every CLINF diseases report district. In the case of a primary temporal resolution higher than 
one year, land-cover variables are provided as annual average proportions. 

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/
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CLINF ESA CSI land-cover data are provided with the variables Nation: [GRE = Greenland, ICE = 
Iceland, NOR = Norway, SWE = Sweden, FIN = Finland, RUS = Russia], District (see separate list of 
CLINF diseases report districts), District code (Distr_Code = official acronyms), Year, a number of 
columns containing land-cover proportions per District and Year (see Table 1), and the number of 
raster cells covering the respective diseases report districts (n). 

ESA CSI data covers the period of 1992 to 2015. 

 

Table 1: List of ESA CSI land-cover variables 

Plant Functional Types – PFTs’ 
The CLINF ESA CSI land-cover classes have been combined into so called Plant Functional Types 
(PFTs’, see Poulter at al., 2015) in accordance with two different schemes, Generic and Biome PFTs’. 
The objective of this is to upscale from the relatively highly resolved classification of the primary ESA 
CSI data to combinations of classes that correlate better with standard classifications of ecological 
biomes and niches. CLINF PFT data provides information regarding the percentage [0, 100] of the 
respective PFT classes per District and Year, see Table 2. 
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Table 2: List of ESA CSI Plant Functional Types 

See Poulter et al. 2015 for information regarding the conversion of ESA CSI landcover data to Plant 
Functional Types: 

Poulter et al., 2015: Plant functional type classification for earth system models: results from the 
European Space Agency’s Land Cover Climate Change Initiative. - Geoscientific Model Development 
8, p. 2315 - 2328. 

ERA Interim metadata 
CLINF ERA Interim “weather data” are provided at a monthly scale, with primary spatial resolution 
0.75 arc-degrees which, provided the altitude of the sensor system, represents an on-ground 
resolution of 28 to 47 kilometres depending on longitude, and 83 km in the latitudinal direction. The 
CLINF climate- and landscape variable values are provided as the monthly average primary 
observation weighted by the proportion of primary raster cells that cover the respective diseases 
report districts (with their center coordinate). Since the entire ground is covered with variables, the 
sum of proportions equals 1 (one) within every CLINF diseases report district. 

CLINF ERA Interim “weather data” are provided with the variables Nation: [GRE = Greenland, ICE = 
Iceland, NOR = Norway, SWE = Sweden, FIN = Finland, RUS = Russia], District (see separate list of 
CLINF diseases report districts), District code (Distr_Code = official acronyms), Year, Month, a number 
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of columns containing variable values per District and Month (see Table 3), the number of raster cells 
covering the respective diseases report districts (n), and the sum of cell proportions covering the 
respective diseases report districts (nw). Besides the primary weighted average variable values, every 
variable is presented with its weighted standard deviation (XXX_std), its minimum value (XXX_min), 
and its maximum value (XXX_max). The minimum and maximum values represent the respective 
values of a single pixel through the monthly variation of the variable. 

ERA Interim data covers the period of 1979 to 2016. 

Table 3: List of ERA Interim “weather variables” 

MODIS metadata 
CLINF MODIS “greening data” are provided at monthly and sub-monthly scales, with primary spatial 
resolution 0.0090 arc-degrees which, provided the altitude of the sensor system, represents an on-
ground resolution of 300 to 570 meters depending on longitude, and 1 km in the latitudinal direction. 
With MODIS reoccurring at any one position every eighth day, CLINF greening variable values are 
provided either as the monthly spatiotemporal average value across passages, or as single passage 
spatial snapshots. Either way, theses averages are calculated across the primary raster cells that 
cover the respective diseases report districts with their center coordinate. 

CLINF MODIS “greening data” are provided with the variables Nation: [GRE = Greenland, ICE = 
Iceland, NOR = Norway, SWE = Sweden, FIN = Finland, RUS = Russia], District (see separate list of 
CLINF diseases report districts), District code (Distr_Code = official acronyms), Year, Month, Day, and 
a number of columns containing variable values per District, Month, and Day. Besides the primary 
average variable values, every variable is presented with its standard deviation (XXX_std), its 
minimum value (XXX_min), and its maximum value (XXX_max). The monthly minimum and maximum 
values represent the respective values of a single pixel through the monthly variation of the variable. 

Modis data covers the period of 2002 to 2016 – see Table 4. 
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Table 4: List of MODIS “greening variables” 

Appendix 1 
CLINF diseases report districts (simply click the hyperlink). 
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